The Children Act 1989—Mary Ryan 1994-01-01 This book provides a practical guide to those parts of the Children Act 1989 that relate to the provision of services by local authorities to children in need of others. This work explains the Act.

Adoption and Children Act 2002—Great Britain 2002-12-18 The purpose of the Act is to reform adoption law to implement proposals in the White Paper "Adoption - a new approach" (Cm 5071: ISBN 010517227). The Act replaces the Adoption Act 1976 and has three parts. Part 1 sets out a new framework for adoption and adoption services. Part 2 amends the Children Act 1989 in relation to the acquisition of parental responsibility and the local authorities' powers to provide accommodation for a child. Part 3 makes miscellaneous provision, including advertising and establishing the Adoption and Children Act Register.

Child Welfare Removals by the State—Jane Aldgate 2001-01-01 The Children Act 1989 is one of the most important pieces of legislation that have taken place in this country. This book published in 1996, has had some of the most important developments. This Fourth Edition takes these developments into consideration. Topics covered include court processes; the establishment of CAPCAS; and the Fostering Services Regulations of 2002; and much more.

Perspectives in Child Care Policy—Lorna Fox Harding 2014-06-11 Child care law and policy issues generate very strong emotions and some crucial questions concerning the role of the State. For instance, under what circumstances should the State be able to intervene and use the force of the law to protect children? Do children have human rights to which they are entitled, and if so, how can they be protected? This book deals with these issues and many others, and is the first book to critically analyse the practical consequences of this rule on children in England and Wales. This report sets out the findings of a review into the practical consequences of this rule on children in England and Wales.

The Children Act 1989—Nick Allen 2005-09-01 The Children Act is a major piece of legislation that affects all professionals working with children. This third edition of this book was published in 1996, there have been some important developments. This book deals with these issues and many others, and is the first book to critically analyse the practical consequences of this rule on children in England and Wales. This report sets out the findings of a review into the practical consequences of this rule on children in England and Wales.

Children and Young People's Nursing—Lynda Merkel-Holguin 2018-08-06 This volume provides a wide spectrum of cases and experiences of children with disabilities and chronic life-limiting conditions, from a wide range of cultures and ethnic backgrounds. Chapters address the perspectives - public health, acute and community based care, education and research. Chapters address the perspectives of nurses, parents, children, and other key stakeholders in the provision of care. The book provides a comprehensive overview of the systems, as well as, strategies for prospects for improving outcomes for children and their families.


Review of section 58 of the Children's Act 2004—Great Britain 2007-10-25 Section 58 of the Children's Act 2004 limited the use of the defence of reasonable punishment so that it could no longer be used when parents were charged with offences against a child, such as causing actual bodily harm. This book provides a framework for local authorities to help them achieve this aim. It highlights the importance of family links and the participation of parents in the decision-making process where this is possible, with a view to achieving a safe and stable environment for the child to return to. It gives information on fostering, the promotion of contact between the child and his family and the placement of children in care with parents where this is considered in the child’s best interests. It will be useful to all social services personnel responsible for the welfare of children.

Adoption and Children Act 2002—Great Britain 2002-12-18 The purpose of the Act is to reform adoption law to implement proposals in the White Paper "Adoption - a new approach" (Cm 5071: ISBN 010517227). The Act replaces the Adoption Act 1976 and has three parts. Part 1 sets out a new framework for adoption and adoption services. Part 2 amends the Children Act 1989 in relation to the acquisition of parental responsibility and the local authorities' powers to provide accommodation for a child. Part 3 makes miscellaneous provision, including advertising and establishing the Adoption and Children Act Register. The Act replaces the Adoption Act 1976 and has three parts. Part 1 sets out a new framework for adoption and adoption services. Part 2 amends the Children Act 1989 in relation to the acquisition of parental responsibility and the local authorities' powers to provide accommodation for a child. Part 3 makes miscellaneous provision, including advertising and establishing the Adoption and Children Act Register.

Adoption and Children Act 2002—Great Britain 2002-12-18 The purpose of the Act is to reform adoption law to implement proposals in the White Paper "Adoption - a new approach" (Cm 5071: ISBN 010517227). The Act replaces the Adoption Act 1976 and has three parts. Part 1 sets out a new framework for adoption and adoption services. Part 2 amends the Children Act 1989 in relation to the acquisition of parental responsibility and the local authorities' powers to provide accommodation for a child. Part 3 makes miscellaneous provision, including advertising and establishing the Adoption and Children Act Register.

Adoption and Children Act 2002—Great Britain 2002-12-18 The purpose of the Act is to reform adoption law to implement proposals in the White Paper "Adoption - a new approach" (Cm 5071: ISBN 010517227). The Act replaces the Adoption Act 1976 and has three parts. Part 1 sets out a new framework for adoption and adoption services. Part 2 amends the Children Act 1989 in relation to the acquisition of parental responsibility and the local authorities' powers to provide accommodation for a child. Part 3 makes miscellaneous provision, including advertising and establishing the Adoption and Children Act Register.

Adoption and Children Act 2002—Great Britain 2002-12-18 The purpose of the Act is to reform adoption law to implement proposals in the White Paper "Adoption - a new approach" (Cm 5071: ISBN 010517227). The Act replaces the Adoption Act 1976 and has three parts. Part 1 sets out a new framework for adoption and adoption services. Part 2 amends the Children Act 1989 in relation to the acquisition of parental responsibility and the local authorities' powers to provide accommodation for a child. Part 3 makes miscellaneous provision, including advertising and establishing the Adoption and Children Act Register.
Focus boxes apply legal principles and processes to practice through the use of social work scenarios - On-The-Spot Questions reinforce understanding and encourage critical reflection

Core Statutes on Criminal Law 2019-20 Kate Cook 2019

Core Statutes on Criminal Law 2021-22 Mark James 2021-08-05 Well-selected and authoritative, Macmillan Core Statutes provide the key materials needed by students in a format that is clear, compact and very easy to use. They are ideal for use in exams. This new edition of Core Statutes on Criminal Law contains essential material up to June 2021.

Core Statutes on Criminal Law 2011-12 Kate Cook 2011-07-26 The paigle macmillan core statutes series has been developed to meet the needs of today’s law students. Compiled by experienced lecturers, each title contains the essential materials needed at LLB level and, where applicable, on GDL,CPE courses. They are specifically designed to be easy to use under exam conditions and in the lecture hall. This new edition of core statutes on criminal law contains essential material up to June 2011. New to this edition: + Bribery Act 2010 + Crime and Security Act 2010 + Coroners and Justice Act 2009 (further provisions)

Blackstone's Statutes on Criminal Law 2016-2017 Matthew Dyen 2016-08-18 Blackstone's Statutes have an unrivalled tradition of trust and quality, and a rock-solid reputation for accuracy, reliability, and authority. Content is extensively reviewed to ensure a close map to courses. Blackstone's Statutes lead the market: consistently recommended by lecturers and relied on by students for exam and course use. Each title is *: Trusted: ideal for exam use * Practical: find what you need instantly * Reliable: current, comprehensive coverage * Relevant: content reviewed to match your course Visit www.oxfordtextbooks.co.uk/core/statutes for accompanying online resources, including web links, updates, video guides to reading and interpreting statutes, exam tips, and an interactive sample Act of Parliament.

Research Handbook on Socio-Legal Studies of Medicine and Health Marie-Andrée Jacob 2020-09-25 This timely Research Handbook offers significant insights into an underdeveloped subject, bringing together a broad range of socio-legal studies of medicine to help answer complex and interdisciplinary questions about global health - a major challenge of our time.

Ethics, Conflict and Medical Treatment for Children E-Book Dominic Wilkinson 2018-08-05 What should happen when doctors and parents disagree about what would be best for a child? When should courts become involved? Should life support be stopped against parents’ wishes? The case of Charlie Gard reached global attention in 2017. It led to widespread debate about the ethics of disagreements between doctors and parents, about the place of the law in such disputes, and about the variation in approach between different parts of the world. In this book, medical ethicists Dominic Wilkinson and Julian Savulescu critically examine the ethical questions at the heart of disputes about medical treatment for children. They use the Gard case as a springboard to a wider discussion about the rights of parents, the harms of treatment, and the vital issue of limited resources. They discuss other prominent UK and international cases of disagreement and conflict. From opposite sides of the debate Wilkinson and Savulescu provocatively outline the strongest arguments in favour of and against treatment. They analyse some of the distinctive and challenging features of treatment disputes in the 21st century and argue that disagreement about controversial ethical questions is both inevitable and desirable. They outline a series of lessons from the Gard case and propose a radical new ‘framework’ framework for future cases of disagreement. This new book critically examines the core ethical questions at the heart of disputes about medical treatment for children. The authors review prominent cases of disagreement from the UK and internationally and analyse some of the distinctive and challenging features around treatment disputes in the 21st century. The book proposes a radical new framework for future cases of disagreement around the care of gravely ill people.

The Law of Access to Children L. D. Schäfer 1993

Governing the Family - Nigel Parton 1991-07-30

Social Work-Barnford, Terry 2020-06-09 This collection charts the key developments in the social work field from 1970 to the present day and shows how by fully understanding social work’s past, we can make better progress for practitioners and service users in the future. It brings together a broad collection of experts from across social work who trace how thinking and approaches to practice have changed over time, examine key legislative developments in the field, look at the impacts of major inquiries and consider the re-emergence of certain specialisms. Providing students and practitioners of social work and social policy with a full picture of the evolution of social work, it also shows important insights for its future directions.